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Abstract 

For decades now, ridesharing has been identified as a promising solution to cope with traffic congestion and 
pollution. Real-time ride-sharing in particular, seems to have great potential to boost ridership. But despite 
several policy attempts, it hasn’t picked up significantly in metropolitan areas. This paper aims at understanding 
why, by quantifying the critical mass or “tipping-point” in the number of drivers offering seats for a casual or 
dynamic ridesharing line to work. It shows that ridesharing transfers can be used to reach this critical mass. 
Based on a simple road network and real origin-destinations in the Lyon metropolitan area, the performance of 
such a ridesharing network is compared to public transport or ride-alone solutions based on a probabilistic 
approach through Monte Carlo simulations.  Policy recommendations are given, of which designing a network of 
ridesharing “lines” and “hubs”. Proof of reliability improvement and first hints on public authority’s involvement 
are given. 
 
Keywords:  Critical mass ; tipping point ; dynamic ridesharing ; real-time ridesharing ; transport networks ; 
connecting stations ; ridesharing lines ; ridesharing transfers ; carpooling;  transport planning ; hub. 

Résumé 

Le covoiturage est identifié depuis plusieurs décennies comme une réponse efficace à la pollution et à la 
congestion automobile. Le covoiturage en temps réel semble notamment très prometteur pour développer 
significativement la pratique. Pourtant, malgré de nombreuses initiatives, le covoiturage ne se développe pas à 
grande échelle dans les aires urbaines. L’objectif de cet article est de comprendre pourquoi en définissant de 
manière quantifiée la masse critique à atteindre pour qu’un réseau de covoiturage en temps réel puisse 
fonctionner. Il démontre également que le recours à des correspondances covoiturage – covoiturage ou 
covoiturage – transport public permet d’atteindre la masse critique plus rapidement. À partir d’un réseau 
simplifié, il calcule la performance du covoiturage en termes de temps de trajet par rapport à l’autosolisme et aux 
transports publics par une approche probabiliste. Des recommandations pour les politiques publiques sont 
données, notamment la conception d’un réseau de « lignes » et « nœuds » (ou hub) de covoiturage. 
 
Mots-clé:  covoiturage ; masse critique ; seuil ; covoiturage dynamique ; covoiturage en temps réel ; réseaux de 
transport ; planification des transports ; pôles d’échange ; lignes de covoiturage ; nœuds de covoiturage ; hub. 
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1.  Introduction  

For decades now, ridesharing (or “carpooling”, both terms are indifferently used in the paper) has been identified 
as a promising solution to cope with traffic congestion and pollution. Empty seats represent the biggest and 
cheapest un-used transport offer there is! Why hasn’t it picked up significantly in metropolitan areas (we will not 
consider long distance trips in this paper), despite several policy attempts and experiments? 
 
It is important to understand the difference between pre-arranged ridesharing and real-time ridesharing. For the 
former, drivers and riders define beforehand that they will carpool for a specific trip. It is usually a frequent trip 
(commuting) and it is therefore acceptable to take time to pre-arrange. Pre-arrangement can be done with 
colleagues living in the same area for example, or through a web site which matches drivers and riders on similar 
routes. This form of carpooling only fits regular and rather fixed trips. Its major drawback is the lack of 
flexibility. Moreover, finding people with similar fixed routes and times is sometimes difficult. Its potential is 
therefore limited, even if some progress can still be made.  For real-time ridesharing, also often called “instant” 
carpooling” or “flexible carpooling”, we can differentiate “dynamic ridesharing” (driver and passenger declare 
their trip at the last minute on a mobile device and a technology-based system matches trips in real-time) from 
“casual carpooling” or “slugging” (riders wait at designated meeting points for drivers to pass by, going in the 
same direction). Casual carpooling can be completely informal (organically-grown organization by word-of-
mouth) or organized at different levels (signage, meeting points, lines, member cards…). 
 
While a lot of effort has been made on pre-arranged carpooling (a large number of private operators work in this 
field), it still represents a small fraction of modal shares. This can be explained by its limited potential due to the 
important constraint of the pre-arrangement, and the lack of flexibility. A number of pilots have been carried out 
for dynamic ridesharing and have all given poor results. Reaching critical mass is a serious problem for such 
solutions which require possessing and using mobile devices (leaving out a portion of the population) and 
recurrent action of drivers and riders to declare their trips. Casual carpooling is working in three American cities 
but has not focused attention of policy makers, precisely because it is usually self-organized. Yet it seems to be 
the option with most potential. Very limited action is requested (going to the meeting point or passing by the 
meeting point), and all types of trips can be eligible (not only frequent trips). But it seems that very precise 
conditions need to be filled for such a system to work.  We will start by identifying in the literature review the 
different factors that have been found to be key issues for success in real-time carpooling. We will then focus on 
the subject of reaching critical mass. After giving numerical estimate of critical mass, we will see how transfers 
can help reaching this tipping point. This will lead us to policy recommendations on planning ridesharing 
networks in link with other modes and through user information. 

2. Literature review 

Ridesharing is a multiform and rapidly evolving transport mode. As presented in Chan & Shaheen (2011), 
ridesharing is not a “new” transport mode, yet its practice has evolved, especially spreading in difficult times 
(World war II, 1970’s energy crisis, recent crisis), and integrating new possibilities offered by technological 
improvements (internet, mobile phones programs, matching algorithms).   
 
Internet-based pre-arranged ridesharing matching solutions are now well developed and have proven to be 
effective for some types of journeys: long distance trips and regular commuting trips in urban areas for fixed 
schedule workers. One of the success factors of this type of carpooling is obtaining a significant number of 
carpool offers on one single website. The more offers, the more a driver’s and a passenger’s trips have chances 
to be close. But in pre-arranged ridesharing, it is possible for passengers to delay their departure time or chose 
not to carpool if no compatible trip is found. Ride-offer volumes are therefore a significant factor, but several 
compatible offers (two or three) may be sufficient for pre-arranged ridesharing to work. Pre-arranged ridesharing 
has other drawbacks such as lack of flexibility and time-consuming arrangements. 
 
With the development of smartphones, new technological solutions have been developed offering dynamic 
ridesharing. These technologically-pushed innovations have refined through several experiments (more trust 
through users’ profiles and communities, friendly interface design, offering financial incentives, etc.). But no 
system has yet proved to work significantly at a medium scale as summarised in Heinrich (2010) or Murray & 
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Chase et al. (2012). One of the major issues seems to be reaching critical mass. The first users to connect to the 
system have few offers available and as new users take time to sign in, the first users, tired of logging-in and not 
finding rides, get out of the system and critical mass is never reached.  
 
In real-time carpooling, high volumes are key to efficient ridesharing offers: a real-time ridesharing passenger 
has to wait for cars to pass by. As the average wait-time is directly linked to the number of cars in a 1/x type 
function, passenger wait-time will boom if car volume is too low. Besides, if a passenger starts his trip with no 
back-up solution, a large gap or an absence of cars will lead the passenger to be blocked in the middle of his trip 
or for the return journey. We see that if car volume is important for pre-arranged ridesharing, it is a crucial 
element in real-time ridesharing. Several papers and studies point out that high volumes are key but never 
provide quantified thresholds.  
 
Casual ridesharing has been working in certain areas of three American cities for more than 30 years and 
commute up to 9 000 to 10 000 participants daily in San Fransisco and Washington D.C.  (Minett, 2008). A scan 
report of the american Federal Highway Agency (2012) sumarizes some of the success factors that explain that 
casual carpooling works in these three locations (and why it has not spread in others) : time and money savings 
are available becausee of HOV3 lanes or HOT lanes ahead of the meeting points ; passengers and drivers feel 
safe because carpools are usually formed of 3 people (HOV3 requirement) ; infrastructure facilitate this mode 
(park and ride lots available, HOV / HOT lanes) ; most casual carpool lines are doubled by transit lines and users 
can comute back by transit. We can note that slug lines work only at some specific peak hours (after a certain 
hour, there is no driver offering seats and no passengers to pick up - users usually have a good empirical 
knowledge of this - and some of the morning lines don’t have a coressponding return slug-line!). A second 
noticable point is that lines only work on very high-volume coridors to the city center or major administrative 
zones (Pentagone for instance). This is partly due to a lack of incentives off-peak: as the traffic lowers, 
congestion decreases thus reducing the advantage of HOV lanes. Both of these points are linked with the volume 
of drivers offering seats. As the number of drivers lowers the wait-time raises and the casual ridesharing offer is 
no longer relevant. This phenomenon is observed but has not been explained in numbers. This is our first 
objective: quantifying thresholds. 
 
One solution that has not, to our knowledge, been fully studied, is the possibility to offer ridesharing transfers, in 
a global ridesharing network. In the field of computing science, several papers have explored algorithms that 
enable ridesharing transfers  such as Coltin & Veloso (2013) or a global system based on transfers called “multi-
hop carpooling”  (Gruebele, 2008) or ridesharing with tranasfer hub  (Raney, 2009). But it appears that this 
possibility has not been explored in the field of transport planning. 
 
Giving clear and reliable information  to users on system performance is an important aspect for transit 
networks. They have over time improved the legibility of time-tables and have more recently implemented real-
time information at transit stops and on web-based trip advisors. These improvements have prooved to have a 
positive impact on users (Dziekan & Kottenhoff, 2007). For real-time ridesharing, users often fear poor 
performance (how long will I have to wait?) and reliability (what is the risk of not finding a ride ?). Giving 
information about average and maximum wait-time will be an important part of policy-recommendation. The 
probabilistic approach used in this paper gives a solution for evaluating travel times on a ridesharing network 
with no historical data.  

3. Performance evaluation 

We will consider in this section the performance of a real-time ridesharing system similar to casual carpooling. 
A passenger arrives at a meeting point and takes the first participating vehicle that passes by the meeting point 
going to the passenger’s destination or further.  

3.1 Wait times and “tipping point” 

 
The “tipping point” or “critical mass” will be defined as the number of cars offering seats that will be sufficient 
for a real-time ridesharing system to be attractive. If ridesharing gives right to significant time-savings (through a 
HOV lane or reserved parking places), riders will be willing to wait more to find a ride. We will place ourselves 
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in a case where no time saving is possible during the ride, which can be seen as a “worst case”. The travel time 
of the ridesharing mode is in this case directly determined by the wait time to find a ride. In a first approach, we 
consider that an acceptable wait time is 5 minutes.  

Average approach 

The average time interval between two consecutive cars offering seats is given by: 

Nt 60
int =             (1) 

Where tint is the time interval and N is the number of cars offering seats on the origin-destination of the rider’s 
trip. N can be derived from the total traffic T (veh/hour) and the proportion of cars which are willing to take 
ridersτ :  

TN ×= τ            (2) 

Considering that on an average, passenger will arrive in the middle of the interval between two cars, average 
wait-time in minutes will be: 

T
wtaverage ××

=
τ2

60           (3) 

By graphing the average wait time against the number of cars offering seats (N), the 1/x type function shows that 
wait time rapidly decreases as the number of cars increases. It shows that with only 6 drivers offering seats, wait 
time is already below the 5 minute wait time threshold.  
  
If we now consider different participation rates for drivers (not everyone is willing to pick-up strangers), we see 
that it takes significant OD volumes to go below the 5 minutes threshold for low participation rates. With a 10% 
participation rate (which is already a good performance for a pre-arranged ridesharing website), a 60 veh/hour 
traffic on the desired origin-destination is needed. The participation rate also works in a 1/x type function. It is 
therefore an important factor, especially for low traffic origin-destinations.  
 
If a 10% participation rate is possible and 60 veh/hour traffic on a given origin-destination is not so rare, why 
does real-time ridesharing does not pick up more than it does today? The major drawback of the previous wait-
time calculations is that they are average: they do not consider that cars don’t arrive at constant intervals and that 
passengers can arrive as the previous car is just leaving. Wait-time is therefore a probabilistic function. People 
often calculate their commute time so that they are sure not to be late. Average time is therefore not the right 
indicator to understand real-time ridesharing “tipping-point”. 

Probabilistic approach  

If we consider that N follows a Poisson probabilistic distribution of parameter λ=N0, where N0 is the average 
number of drivers offering seats, and that passenger arrival is given by α in [0, 1], percentage of the time interval 
between two cars (uniform function), wait time distribution can be calculated by Monte Carlo simulation given 
the formula: 

N
wt

α×= 60            (4) 

This approach considers that passengers are always served by the first car to arrive at the meeting point. To 
simplify this demonstration, we do not consider that there may be passengers already waiting in line and that the 
passenger may need to wait for the second car. We can note that this demand / offer question can be of 
secondary order considering that many passengers could chose to take their car if too many passengers are 
already at the meeting point. A hypothesis of a local dynamic equilibrium between offer and demand could be 
formulated but would need further research. We can note that in the FHA’s scan report (2012) on casual 
carpooling, a wait-line of up to 45 people was observed. These were usually the lines with highest volumes, and 
the line moved rapidly. This information contradicts the dynamic equilibrium hypothesis (which also does not 
work for the return trip). 
 
Given our simplification, the percentile wait-time curves (Fig. 1) show that in order to be 95% sure that wait 
time will not exceed 5 minutes, an average of 15 cars offering seats per hour is needed (against 6 with the 
average indicator as seen in previous paragraphs). 
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Choosing the right percentile to consider for thresholds is difficult as some people are more averse to uncertainty 
than others. At a 95% level, users take the risk of being late once a month (one chance out of 20). At a 99% 
level, users take a chance of being late twice a year. 
 

 

Fig. 1: Wait time probability vs. number of cars offering seats 
 
If we lower the wait-time limit from 5 minutes to 2 minutes, the needed number of cars offering seats raises 
significantly, from 18 to 37 veh/hour at a 99% level. 

Conclusion concerning critical mass and consequence on real-time ridesharing strategy 

We consider that critical mass is reached with 15 to 20 participating-drivers per hour. At this level, the 
average wait time is close to 2 minutes and the passenger has one chance out of 20 to wait more than 4 to 5 
minutes and one chance out of a hundred to wait more than 5 to 7 minutes. This requires a Traffic volume on the 
specific origin-destination desired by the passenger of 1500 to 2000 veh/h at a 1% participation rate of drivers; 
150 to 200 veh/h at a 10% participation rate of drivers; 75 to 100 veh/h at a 20% participation rate of drivers.  
 
As participating drivers’ volume falls, wait time raises significantly: for 6drivers/h, the average wait time is 5 
minutes, but the passenger has one chance out of 20 to wait more than 15 minutes, and one chance out of a 
hundred to wait up to 30 minutes. In many corridors connecting two high-density zones, these volumes are 
reached. But most of the time, the flows are too scattered at one end (residential side of a commuting trip for 
instance) and the passengers need to drive to the meeting point.  
 
All other methods which will raise participating-vehicle’s volumes will have a very positive impact on wait 
times, especially if the traffic volume is low. One method is to concentrate ridesharing (drivers and passengers) 
on specific “lines” and transfer “nodes” or hubs. The next chapter demonstrates the efficiency of such a network 
when traffic volumes or participating levels are too low for a direct ridesharing offer to be efficient. 

3.2 Impact of transfers on travel time 

The following paragraphs consider a simple network as represented in Fig. 2 (a), with traffic volumes by origin 
represented in Fig. 2 (b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Costs 

Fig. 2 : simplified road network (a) and representation of OD volumes (b) 
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A passenger going from Or (origin) to Dest (destination) will have the possibility to take the direct trip. Other 
possibilities are trips with transfers at the intermediate nodes N1 and / or N2. The list of possible trips is: {Or - 
N1} + {N 1 – Dest} (trip “via N1”); {Or - N 2}  +{ N2 – Dest} (trip “via N2”); {Or - N 1}+ {N 1 - N2} + {N 2 – Dest} 
(trip via N1 + N2”). 
 
In this example, only 50 veh/h go the whole way from Or. to Dest. If we consider a 10% participation rate 
among the vehicles, only 5veh/h offer seats for the direct trip, which is under the threshold defined in paragraph 
3.1. But 250 veh/h go from Or to N1, giving a 25 veh/h ridesharing offer to N1, which is just over the threshold. 
In N1, volume to Dest is 350 veh/hour (35 veh/h ridesharing offer) and is 500veh/h to N2 (50 veh/h ridesharing 
offer). N2 – Dest volume is 850 veh/h (85 veh/h ridesharing offer). The question we will try to answer is: what is 
the ridesharing travel time for each route (Direct trip, via N1, via N2, via N1+N2) if the passenger decides one of 
these options in advance? What is the travel time if the passenger always takes the first car to pass by in the right 
direction (“strategy1”)? And what is the travel time if the passenger has knowledge of the best route choice in 
advance (“strategy2”)? This second strategy would require a dynamic program with information about all 
vehicles origin-destinations and positions. 
 
A dedicated module was developed using @Risk Monte Carlo simulations with car and passenger arrival 
distributions as defined in chapter 3.1. For each set of data, a travel time for each route and strategy is computed. 
Outputs are travel time distributions and proportion of route chosen for each strategy. The total ride time of this 
example is 20 minutes. We consider that stopping at nodes does not change ride times. We also consider a 2 
minutes transfer time at each transfer.  
 
Fig. 3 (a) shows trip times for each path and strategy for a 10% participation rate. We can see that passenger trip 
time for a direct trip is 30% higher than the car-alone trip time at a 50% level (similarly to the average time). If 
we consider a 95% or 99% chance level, it reaches +100% to +270%. Real-time ridesharing will not be a 
solution for direct trips. 

Fig. 3 : Trip time by path and strategy at a 10% participation rate (a) and 5% (b) 

In this example, travel times via other paths are much lower. Compared to driving time of 20 minutes, the “via 
N2” passenger travel time is only 5 minutes greater in average and 9 minutes (+46%) to 13 minutes (+65%)  
higher at a 95% and 99% chance level. Depending on transit competition, this real-time ridesharing offer will 
probably be considered. If we consider strategies 1 and 2, the total wait and transfer time is in average only 3 
minutes and 6 to 7 minutes at a 95% and 99% level higher than a drive alone trip. In this example, strategies 1 
and 2 give similar results. 
 
This example shows that by taking the first (or best) ride in the right direction, total passenger trip time lowers. 
But what is most of interest is that maximum travel time (at a 99% chance level) lowers very significantly. By 
enabling transfers, we significantly enhance reliability of the ridesharing trip . 
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If we now consider a 5% participation rate, the number of drivers offering rides lowers and wait-time rises 
significantly. In that case, none of the fixed-path strategies will work, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). It is interesting to 
see that, even with low participation rate, strategies 1 and 2 highly limit the 95% and 99% level travel-times 
(only one chance out of 20 to go over 30 minutes). For low volumes and / or low participation rates, enabling 
transfers at specific nodes improves significantly the ridesharing reliability .  
 
Fig. 4Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. (a) shows the direct trip, one node and two nodes transfer 
possibilities results for strategy n°1 (both strategies give very similar results in this case) at a 5% participation 
rate. All average travel-times are rather close (respectively 32, 27 and 25 minutes) but 99% level travel-times 
decrease significantly (over an hour for direct trip to 48 minutes for a one node transfer possibility and 36 

minutes for  two nodes transfer possibility). 

Fig. 4: Enabling transfers with 1 or 2 intermediate nodes at 5% participation rate (a) and 20% (b)  

Contrary to what we have just seen, transfers are not necessary if participation rate and volumes are high. It will 
be more interesting to wait for the direct trip than to multiply the number of rides as can be seen in Fig. 4 (b). In 
this case, one node and two nodes strategies are very similar. They are slightly more reliable than the direct trip. 
This analysis should be developed for different OD volumes to be able to generalize these first results and bring 
nuances in a policy-recommendation perspective.   

Time of day 

As seen in experiences in Washington or in San Francisco, casual-carpooling lines only work in the peak hours. 
Fig. 5 shows travel times on a specific suburb to suburb origin-destination in the Lyon metropolitan area for 
ridesharing (passenger) for a direct trip (green), a one-transfer trip (purple), or a two-transfers trip (blue). Solid 

Fig. 5: Travel time difference with drive alone in a suburb to suburb relationship 
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lines represent the average time and dotted lines the 90% and 95% chance levels. These are not optimised 
ridesharing strategies but systematic transfer at 1st node or systematic transfers at both nodes. As seen in 
previous paragraphs, applying strategies 1 or 2 would greatly improve reliability. 
 
When traffic volumes are too low (before 7 A.M. and after 7 P.M.), ridesharing solutions are note efficient. At 
peak hours, direct-trip ridesharing is in average faster than transit (which takes between 40 and 60 minutes) but 
considering the low volume of cars on the total trip, there is more than one chance out of 20 to be much higher 
than transit times. One-transfer solution is similar to transit and two-transfers solutions is always faster than 
transit at peak hours, even at a 95% chance level. In the day-time period, only two-transfers solution is similar to 
transit at a 95% chance level. 
 
Organizing transfers for casual ridesharing trips can therefore play an important role in maintaining an 
attractive solution throughout the day. At certain off-peak hours, ridesharing will not be an option. 

3.3 Future work 

 
Modules have been developed to test, with the help of traffic models, ridesharing attractiveness for different 
origin-destination-types: chosen by type of area (downtown, urban, suburban, rural), type of urban densities, 
road network densities and traffic volumes (close to a highway /a less hierarchized road), type of transit 
(metro/rail, regular bus lines or no public transport). This work should help define precise guidelines on how to 
position lines and nodes on the road network. The present work has not taken into account multimodal trips. 
Further research could also help understand the best connexions between a ridesharing network and a transit 
network. Finally, including financial costs in a generalized cost would help show the interest of ridesharing. 
These planning methods are being tested on two important European cities. 

4. Policy recommendation 

Solution outline 

Real-time ridesharing (dynamic or casual carpooling) answers the problem of lack of flexibility of pre-arranged 
carpooling. Its’ major drawbacks are the need for critical mass and unknown reliability. The following 
recommendations counter these drawbacks. 
 
We consider that visible ridesharing networks need to be developed. 
• Meeting points and smaller ridesharing “stops” need to be designed to ensure security and need to be visible.  
• Ridesharing lines should be defined. Drivers will converge to these lines to find passengers. Passengers will 

converge to the “stops” on the lines to find drivers. This concept enables to raise the driver’s volume on one 
line. 

• Incentives should be present, especially on the identified lines (HOV, easy access to parking facilities, 
financial compensation…). Defining the right incentive is not the core subject of this paper. Future studies 
should be carried out to estimate optimum tariffs to reach a good equilibrium between riders and drivers.  

• Convergence to meeting points and stops on ridesharing lines needs to be well addressed (car parking, 
possibly mutualized with P+R of transit stations, meeting points close to density at walkable distance, cycle 
parking facility, transit stops,…). 

• At the intersection of two ridesharing lines (a node), transfer hubs need to be identified and potentially 
created if specific modifications are needed (secured walkways to transfer from one drop-off point to a pick-
up point for example). 

• Defining the lines and hubs needs modelling studies to evaluate the best position considering traffic origin-
destination volumes and probabilistic wait-times. 

• Transit solutions should exist in order to fill the gap when traffic volumes are low.  
• Otherwise, a guaranteed ride home needs to be organised. 

 
We also consider that information is key to success. 
• Information about travel times needs to be communicated to users through a web-site and at the meeting 

points, based on a statistical analysis and modelling. 
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• The best transfer strategy for each specific origin-destination and time of day should also be given based on 
modelling data (casual carpooling) or on historical or statistical data (dynamic technology-based system). 

• Users should know in advance if they are likely to wait more than 1, 5 or 10 minutes. This should be given for 
different times of day. The time periods for which the system is reliable should be given. Outside of these 
periods, users should be informed of the probability of finding a ride and should be oriented to other 
alternatives if ridesharing performance is low. 

• Users should also be informed of the probability of finding a return ride and should be given alternative 
solutions if ridesharing performance is low for the return trip. 

 
We consider that the system should be able to work with no requirement of individual technological device. This 
is important to ensure a rapid build-up phase. Dynamic technology-based solutions could benefit from a base of 
casual carpooling on the network. Such systems may help to optimize the rides and raise global efficiency but 
will have difficulties to build up by themselves. They should be designed to help secure the rides (sending 
information about drivers and passenger or license plate) and give information about the performance of the 
system.  

Steps for a real time ridesharing policy 

Real time ridesharing is often considered as a solution that can be implemented by private ridesharing operators 
with almost no public involvement (as for pre-arranged carpooling). Yet, in order to develop the solutions 
described in the previous paragraph, Public Authorities (PA) have a major role to play.  

1. Planning: PA should carry out planning studies to design the ridesharing network (lines and hubs, 
connecting points to transit) as part of their global mobility strategy. These should include critical mass 
verification and thus need surveys or traffic models to estimate origin-destination volumes. 

2. Building the network: PA should develop the ridesharing network, from simple and low-cost actions 
(map of ridesharing lines, signage, stop signs and shelters, parking area reservation) to important 
infrastructure adaptation (HOV lanes, carpool parking, connection of a ridesharing line to a transit 
station, secured walkways at ridesharing hubs…), depending on project ambition. 

3. Lunching and build-up phase: PA should make communication efforts to accelerate the build-up 
phase and could concomitantly launch disincentives (access restrictions, urban toll) or incentives (HOV, 
subsidies,…). 

4. Operations: The system can be operated by a public or a private entity. PA should vouch for legibility 
(no multiple operators, compatibility with transit information) and may want to define strict 
requirements (tariff levels, guaranteed ride home,). 

Except for important infrastructure works, all these actions will be very cost-effective if we compare to transit 
costs on suburban lines. 

5. Conclusion 

Literature analysis shows that reaching a critical mass is identified as a major issue for casual or dynamic 
ridesharing to work. Yet no quantification of this critical mass is given. Multi-hop or instant carpooling with 
transfers is also identified in literature as a promising solution, yet no proof of the concept’s pertinence is given: 
neither by experimental success, nor by theoretical calculations. This paper has tackled these two questions 
through simulation and gives policy recommendations.  
 
Uncertainty of real-time ridesharing travel time is estimated through a Monte Carlo simulation, giving 
probabilistic wait time distributions. We consider that critical mass is reached with 15 to 20 participating-
drivers per hour. To ensure a 5 minute maximum wait time (at a 99% chance level), a volume of 18 drivers 
offering rides is needed. Bellow 10 drivers/hour, maximum wait time is greater than 15 minutes and wait-time 
rises as driver number lowers in a 1/x type function. This explains the “tipping point” effect: under a certain 
volume, ridesharing is not attractive at all. 
 
We have also shown through a theoretical example, that enabling ridesharing transfers when traffic volumes are 
low is a very efficient way to enhance reliability of ridesharing, which is a key issue identified in literature. 
Taking the first ride going in the right direction to the next transfer hub will minimize uncertainty of travel time.  
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We can outline from these findings two important recommendations for ridesharing policy:  
• By organizing ridesharing in a network of identified “lines” and “transfer hubs”, we can lower the 

participation level of the drivers needed to reach critical mass. This is especially important in the build-up 
phase, but also to maintain an attractive solution in mid-day or in the evening when traffic volumes are low. 

• By giving statistical information based on traffic models or surveys on corridors and transfer points, we can 
help users evaluate the performance of the real-time ridesharing solution. This could convince users to test the 
system and help them choose the right line, the right meeting point and the right transfer nodes. Users would 
also be given information on the time of day when casual or dynamic ridesharing is attractive. This possibility 
is not dependent on whether ridesharing is dynamically matched through mobile devices or casual (no 
technology). 

 
Although we find the mentioned recommendations of major importance, ridesharing is dependent on a great 
number of other factors which should not be neglected (security, institutional collaboration, communication and 
visibility, incentives…).  
 
Further work is needed to define precise guidelines on how to position lines and nodes on the road network and 
in connection to transit. A global cost-benefit evaluation of such a system should be carried out. Such a global 
mobility system could, in time, help transport authorities rationalize their costs at a better global level of service 
for the users. Evaluating financial impact for each actor should also be the subject of further research. 
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